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pack it in Make sure you 
get an even layer of moss 
around the basket frame. And 
don’t forget about the top of 
the frame. Wrap moss over 
the frame’s top for the most 
complete look. When the moss 
is in place, put a plastic liner 
inside. (A garbage bag with a 
few holes for drainage works 
well.) It’ll hold the soil in place 
and keep the basket from 
drying out too quickly.  

planting For a lush basket, plant 
a few trailers in the sides. Before you 
add any other plants, cut a slit in 
the basket’s plastic lining. Wrap the 
trailer’s roots in plastic (to hold them 
together), then push them through 
the slit, into the mix. Remove the 
plastic, and plant your basket as usual.    
     You can do this before you add  
any potting mix to the basket, or you 
may find it easier to have a few inches 
of mix to hold the liner in place as  
you work.  

Sphagnum moss is packaged dry, but to line your basket 
frame with it, the moss needs to be moist. So before 

you start, soak the moss in a plastic tub of water for two 
to three hours, until the fibers are soft and saturated. Place 
your basket on a bucket, for stability, then pull the moss 
from the tub, one handful at a time and squeeze it out. 

(Keeping unused moss in the tub as you work prevents it 
from drying out.) Use both your hands to mold the moss to 
shape, working from the bottom up.  
     Once your basket is planted and hanging, keep the moss 
looking plump and moist by lightly misting it with water 
once a week. ® 

Sphagnum moSS 
 Lining a basket with sphagnum moss lends your design a rustic look. here’s how it’s done. 


